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Evolution

Name:

Evolution
*there are no spaces between double word answers. * competition is used twice.
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Across

Evolution

Down

8. animals with similar traits are found
in different locations; ex: an Artic fox
and Pale fox, these species arose from
___ ___
9. flightless dinosaurs used feathers
for _______ eggs to keep them warm
not for flight
11. inherting many ______ _______
will produce a new species
13. If a fossils evidence determines
giraffes where smaller than the giraffes
of today, this is change as a result of
____ _____.
15. induced ovulation allow animals to
produce more offspring than can
survive in order to maintain a ____
_____
17. genetic variations occur when a
cow from one herd joins another herd
and reproduces, this is an example of
____ _____
18. long mouth found on moths and
butterflies
19. many species have similar _____
stages which implies they arose from
common ancestors
21. an alteration a in DNA can be
harmful or helpful to an organism
22. the lowest rock layer holds the
_________ fossils
25. successful genes that increase
survival and reproduction will increase
the ________ of the gene in the
population
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1. ants are successful in almost all enviroments
because they adapt well to a variety of
_________
2. an ant resistant to pesticide a mouth blending
into an enviroment are genetic variations that
help the insect chances of ___
3. allows an animal to be born in better weather
conditions when food supply is more avaliable
4. presences of ______ _____ in every life form
suggest all living species evolved from a very
ancient common ancestors
5. a buffalo that can eat both tall and short
grasses all year around is best ________ to its
enviroment
6. dinousaurs had feathers for insulating eggs
this is evidence that they are ancestors of birds
today that use feathers for __
7. an animal that lives in a desert climate will
have a ______ pupil to reduce the amount of
light entering the eye
10. Dandelion seeds dispurs away from parent
plants so that have less _____ for resources
12. if a white rabbit joins a population of grey
rabbits the offspring will provided increased
_____ ____ in the population
14. organisms that have ________ bone
structures proved evidence that are descended
from common ancestors.
16. crabs fossils are found in upper rock layer,
trilobites fossils are found in lower layers
suggest crabs _____ from trilobites
20. an organism such as a snake or a butterfly
has the same color patterns as more harmful
species protecting them from predators
23. species that share a higher precent of DNA
sequences supports the claim that the species
share share a more _____ ancestor
24. the highest rock layer holds the ______
fossils
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